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I. THE PROPOSED MODEL

T

he author had proposed a model for soul (Jeev Atma in
Hindu mythology) in his book1 ( Nature and manifestation of
soul).
It was mentioned that the size of soul is very precise and
cannot be seen by any instrument so far known in the field of
science. It was further mentioned that the soul is not made of
elements like hydrogen carbon sodium etc. Everything we see
around us including our own body may be made of these
elements. It was written at that stage that it is entirely different
substance, more precise than normal elements.
It has been proposed now that the size of primary particles
constituting soul may be of the order of micro pica meter to milli
pica meter.
If we consider Einstein's equation
E = mC2

1

Elements satisfy this equation. Now the logic is that why
we can't think of particles much smaller than these elements. We
may not be able to detect such particles by present day scientific
instruments but may be detection of such small particles becomes
possible in near or distance future. .
If we consider particles of the size of milli to micro pica
meter they may have less energy but their existence may be
assumed.
1. In the present model we have proposed combination of
large number of such particles in a special way to be able to
retain considerable memory and may be still smaller than milli
pica meter.
2. It is also possible that these small particles are of several
varieties like different elements but in such a small size as we
have proposed. If it is found at a later date that the primary
particles that we have proposed are of a few different types then
the mysterious way of their combination may be easier to
explain. In such a situation these may be forming different
combinations like elements form molecules. In such a case it will
be easier to write large amount of memory with the help of such
imaginary combinations.
3. Several thousand such primary particles combine in a
mysterious way to form soul. Such combinations may have
special structure that may need to be worked out once these are
possible to be detected by some machines.
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Thus the size of soul consisting of large number of
proposed primary particles may be of the order of milli pica
meter or shorter. Such a size of soul would make soul smaller
than these gaps mentioned in table 1 Appendix 1
Size of hydrogen nucleus as an illustration has been
compared in table 2 Appendix 2
Let us considers the structure of matter that constitutes all
things around us even our own body.
We see that there is a gap between elements placed in
these structures. This structural gap between elements in a crystal
lattice or intra or inter molecular space may be of the order of
300 to 600 pica meter.
Properties of primary particles forming soul.
The combination of primary particles forming soul may
have the following properties:
i. It can retain memory of the past life or several past lives.
ii. It can travel long distances with high speed
iii. It can detect the place where the fertilized ovum exists.
iv it can detect a dead body whose soul has vacated the body.
Any roaming soul may enter this vacated body.
v. It appears it has all the senses of a human being.
4. It appears that the same primary particle proposed above
may combine in fairly large number to form various particles that
constitute elements and associated particles like electron proton,
neutron, neutrino, mason etc. Unless it is worked out fully it is
difficult to pronounce such a theory. This would perhaps be an
unaccepted conclusion at present.
Appensix 1
Table 1

Give size of primary particle soul and gap between molecules

Appendix 1
Table 1
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Appendix 2 Table 2
All sizes
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distance in PicoM 10-12M

Substance
Hydrogen atom radii

53 pm

1
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Lattice
Constant
Ms Sole unit matter

300-600 PM
1 micro PM 10-18

Soul

1000 Pm

Human Female
Ova fertilized

.15-.2 mm
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